GEOWEB®
EFFICIENT MINE SITE CHANNEL ARMORING
Utilizing On-Site Tailings Waste for Stormwater/Wastewater Control

Mine owners can substantially reduce their costs to manage their stormwater and wastewater with the GEOWEB channel armoring system. The GEOWEB system is a proven solution for stabilizing open-channels and hydraulic structures.

**GEOWEB® SYSTEM ADVANTAGES**

- Confinement in the cellular structure allows the use of smaller on-site rock to resist higher velocities typically associated with larger costly rip rap.
- With tendons, the system can be secured over an impermeable liner without anchors.
- A low-maintenance, vegetated GEOWEB/TRM system for drainage ditches and stormwater swales.
- Quick system deployment; quick GEOWEB section connection with ATRA® keys.

**APPLICATIONS**

- Surface-water diversion channels
- Surface process-water channels
- Channel remediation
- Movement of tailings materials

Call 800-548-3424 for more information
www.prestogeo.com
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